Speaker Excellence Awards – 2006 Spring Conference

Gold Medal Sessions

Randall Munson
- Magic of Selling Technology!
- How to Deliver a GREAT Technical Presentation!
- The Serious Business of HUMOR!

Robert Tipton
- Breaking out of Your Comfort Zone

Larry Youngren
- Striving for Optimal Journal Performance

Silver Medal Sessions

Michael Cain
- Introduction to the Query Optimizer and DataBase Engine for DB2 UDB for iSeries
- Application Modernization: DB2 UDB Style

Skip Marchesani
- DB2 UDB iSeries Introduction to SQL

Randall Munson
- Success through CREATIVITY and INNOVATION!
- Turn CHANGE into Dollars!
- Overcoming the Fear of Speaking!

Dave Owen
- Striving for Optimal Journal Performance

Trevor Perry
- Get a Life!

Frank Soltis
- A Vision for the iSeries

Larry Youngren
- Newest Journal and Commitment Control Features Revealed

Bronze Medal Sessions

Melissa Anderson
- Building Web Sites: Introduction to JavaScript

Al Barsa
- V5R3: Everything About System Values (But Were Afraid to Ask)
Michael Cain
- Data Warehousing 201: iSeries Data Warehouse Methodology
- The Science and Art of Query Optimization

Richard Dolewski
- Installing a New Release to Your iSeries
- This Is a Disaster Declaration! This Is Not a Test.

George Farr
- WebSphere Development Studio and WDSc

Tom Hadley
- Introduction to TCP/IP

Laura Knapp
- Introduction to TCP/IP
- Do You Know What Your Servers Are Doing?

Dave Owen
- Newest Journal and Commitment Control Features Revealed

Trevor Perry
- Overcoming the Fear of Speaking!
- Architecting Modernization

Jim Sloan
- Portrait of an Artist: Michelangelo
- Intermediate CL Programming

Robert Tipton
- Untangling IT: Insights on Effective IT Leadership
- Top 10 Mega-Issues in IT Today

Paul Tuohy
- RPG Tricks and Techniques
- ILE by Example
- RPG IV: the D Spec
- Getting to Grips with Pointers and User Spaces in RPG IV

Larry Youngren
- Better Plumbing for High Availability
- V5R3: an Improved (So-Called "Ragged") Save While Active
- Introduction to iSeries Journaling

Best New Speaker Award

Tom McKinley
- Preparing to Get the Best DB2 Performance out of V5R2 and V5R3
Best New Session Award

Paul Tuohy
• RPG Tricks and Techniques

Best Traditional Lab Award

Doug Beauchene and Schuman Shao
• LAB: iSeries Access for Web: Installation and Configuration

Best Open Lab Award

Becky Schmieding, Ted Bauer, and Daniel Degroff
• OPEN LAB: Hardware Management Console